Development of a framework for pneumatic device selection for lymphedema treatment
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Abstract: The results of three patients with difficult to manage leg and trunk lymphedema are reported. Patients were treated with the current standard of care: combined decongestive therapy. All three patients met obstacles in achieving independent self-care, which impeded their discharge to home care. The use of two currently available programmable pneumatic compression devices (PCDs) was investigated to determine if these devices could enable these difficult-to-manage patients to meet their discharge goals. Results indicate that programmable PCDs can be effective in managing complicated cases of leg and trunk lymphedema, and that differences may exist between devices. In this trial, the device with lower applied pressures and smaller pneumatic chambers provided better tolerated treatment and overall better patient outcomes. These three case reports show that in-home use of an appropriate PCD can help patients with stage 3 and advanced stage 2 lymphedema achieve stable limb volumes with no exacerbation of lymphedema-related symptoms. Results also demonstrate the ability of patients to consistently use programmable PCDs in a home environment. The results are presented in a structured decision-making framework to aid the therapist and physician in selecting appropriate patients for home PCD lymphedema therapy, and in the selection of an appropriate PCD.
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Background and purpose

Lymphedema is a chronic condition in which excessive fluid and protein accumulate in the interstitial spaces.1 The condition occurs from impairment of the lymph system’s ability to drain fluids. Lymphedema can be primary in nature (idiopathic),1 but (in the US) is most often secondary to acute trauma, surgical intervention, or as a side-effect of cancer treatments.1-5

Lymphedema of the skin and subcutaneous tissues is the most common and clinically significant presentation of this condition.2 During the early stages, the patient often presents with a feeling of heaviness or tightness of the affected limb, combined with aching or discomfort, impaired mobility, and mild swelling.1,2 As swelling increases, connective tissues harden and thicken, and the risk of infection increases.2

There is no known cure for lymphedema, and treatments are primarily aimed at minimizing and controlling swelling. The standard treatment for lymphedema is combined decongestive therapy (CDT).3 CDT is usually implemented in two phases and aims to halt lymphedema progression and reduce it to a level that can be managed by the patient at home. During phase I, CDT is performed by a therapist in the clinic over multiple intensive therapy sessions that include manual lymph drainage (MLD), gradient compression through the use of short-stretch bandages, decongestive
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exercise, skin care, and wearing of well-fitted compression garments. The length of phase I treatment is variable, but generally lasts from two to four weeks and is concluded when the patient’s affected limb(s) reach stable girth and volume measurements. \(^2\)

Once stable girth and volume measurements are achieved, phase II begins and the patient is discharged to follow an at-home self-management regimen. Phase II contains the same elements of phase I, but the patient self-administers MLD, and is responsible for the application and removal of all compression wraps and garments. Successful outcomes depend on the ability of patients to carry out all the elements of phase I at home properly and consistently. Therefore, the role of the lymphedema therapist is not only to treat patients during phase I, but also to educate and train the patient in preparation for phase II. Successful outcomes are only achieved if the day-to-day challenges of self-therapy are anticipated and addressed when devising at-home treatment protocols that meet the reality of everyday life.

Pneumatic compression devices (PCDs) have been available for many years as an alternative or adjunct to MLD (phase I) or self-MLD (phase II). Numerous studies reported positive results and reduced limb volumes with use of PCD treatment. \(^6\)–\(^19\) However, most of these treatment protocols were not clinically sustainable, as they were several hours in duration (two to six hours). Additionally, much of the literature is now over a decade old and fails to describe devices with sufficient specificity to provide meaningful treatment guidance with today’s newer PCD technologies. Further complicating interpretation of the literature is that some of the older, nonprogrammable PCDs were associated with complications and poor patient acceptance, \(^20\)–\(^21\) primarily because older PCDs applied higher static compression than were deemed clinically suitable. \(^22\) Risks associated with these older, nonprogrammable devices included development of a fibrotic cuff at the limb root, \(^21\)–\(^23\) initiation or worsening of genital lymphedema, \(^21\) and exacerbation of lymphedema in the chest, trunk, and/or abdomen. \(^24\) Development of truncal lymphedema can lead to growth of fibrosclerotic tissue in those regions, increased pain and disability as well as exacerbation of psychosocial issues, especially when genital lymphedema is present.

The older, nonprogrammable PCDs were designed primarily to treat chronic venous insufficiency and not for lymphedema. These “standard” PCD’s are generally non-calibrated, nonprogrammable, nongradient compressors with segmental appliances, and have few chambers and limited adjustability.

Newer PCDs specifically designed for lymphedema are now available. Two such devices utilized in our lymphedema treatment protocols are the Flexitouch \(^R\) (FT) system (Tactile Systems Technology, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) and the Lympha Press \(^R\) OptimalTM (LPO) system (Lympha Press USA, Manalapan, NJ, USA, a subsidiary of Mego Afek AC Ltd, Israel). Both devices are designed with innovative features such as variable interface pressures, therapy sequences, and enhanced programmability designed specifically for lymphedema. These new features address most of the limitations of the older PCD systems.

The FT device uses a mild work and release therapeutic approach designed to simulate MLD. Applied pressures to the skin are variable; averaging 9–13 mm Hg. \(^25\) Treatment starts proximally in the trunk with a preparatory phase and then proceeds to a drainage phase that works in a distal to proximal sequence. Thirteen available programs provide treatment adjustability. Garment chambers are approximately 1.5–2 inches wide and are designed to treat the adjacent trunk and affected (38.1–50.8 mm) limb. Garments are constructed of a stretchable material that adheres with Velcro\(^R\) fasteners (Velcro USA Inc., Manchester, NH, USA).

Like the FT system, the LPO device provides a variety of programming options intended to meet a patient’s clinical needs including an abdominal pre-therapy phase. Pressure range is identified as between 20–90 mm Hg but actual applied pressures have not been reported. The LPO garments have larger 3–5 inch (76.2–127 mm) chambers, and are constructed of a nonstretch nylon with zipper closures. They are available in single and bilateral pant-like and jacket style garments.

Clinicians have used programmable PCDs to enhance patients’ ability to manage lymphedema effectively at home. However, the literature is scant with regard to patient and device selection criteria to assist in making specific recommendations as to when such therapy is appropriate, and which device to use. Often these decisions are mandated by third party payer restrictions and not by clinical rationale.

The purpose of this communication is to illustrate, via three case reports, typical challenges presented to the therapist in achieving an appropriate match between patient needs and therapeutic modalities. It will also describe a structured decision-making framework designed to aid the therapist and physician in deciding whether or not PCD therapy may be beneficial and which PCD to recommend.

**Case descriptions**

Three case reports are presented for individuals experiencing significant challenges with effective phase I lymphedema...
management that precluded successful advancement to phase II treatment. In an effort to address individual barriers and find solutions, home PCD treatment was initiated for each patient. Trials of two programmable PCDs were conducted, and outcomes were assessed by the treating lymphedema therapist.

This study was conducted in compliance with Good Clinical Practice (US Food and Drug Administration),\textsuperscript{26} and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations (US Department of Health and Human Services).\textsuperscript{27} All patients gave consent for use and publication of their clinical data.

**Case 1**

**Patient history**

The patient was a 76-year-old female diagnosed (at age 70 years) with primary lipolymphedema of the bilateral lower extremities and trunk. Her right leg measured larger than her left, with moderate involvement of her feet. She had significant history of tenderness in her legs, swelling, insomnia, recurrent cellulitis infections, bruising, chronic venous insufficiency, and rheumatoid arthritis.

**Examination**

On June 15, 2008, she presented with bilateral lower extremity, stage 3 lipolymphedema with truncal and feet involvement, tenderness upon palpation of the tissues, a positive Stemmer’s sign, and deepening skin folds at the ankles. Functionally, she demonstrated reduced ability to bend at the waist, knees, and ankles and experienced muscle fatigue with mild activity or exercise. She reported daily pain level at six on a 0–10 numeric pain scale (6/10), zero meaning no pain and 10 meaning the worst pain possible, with a burning sensation at night and poor tolerance for pressure on her skin or abdomen.

**Intervention**

The patient was seen in-clinic for CDT every other workday. One leg was treated at a time due to restricted mobility and nausea upon exertion. The initial focus was on the right leg. From the onset, she could not tolerate the thigh bandages; consequently, the therapist only bandaged the lower leg. The patient could not maintain the prescribed self-MLD, as the effort often caused nausea with headaches.

After four weeks of CDT, her right leg volume reduction (18%) plateaued (Figure 1), but significant issues remained. She had not achieved targeted volume reduction, and still exhibited significant edema marked by a cuff above the ankle. Treatment was then initiated on the left leg, and target volume reductions (7.6%) were quickly achieved. Within three weeks, left leg volume reduction had reached a plateau. Despite the positive gains on the left leg, the right leg experienced volume increases when bandages were removed and/or when therapy visits were more than three days apart.

At the conclusion of her 10-week in-clinic CDT, the therapist was challenged to define a home program that the patient could successfully implement. The therapist conducted an
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**Figure 1** Case report 1: bilateral leg volume changes.  
**Note:** FT, flexitouch.
in-clinic trial of the FT device on the left side only. The leg and trunk garments were applied, and the device was programmed for the one-hour lower extremity treatment. The patient responded well to the treatment stating it felt relaxing, and left limb volume decreased by 7.8% post-treatment.

Prior to approving payment, the patient’s health insurer required a one-month trial of the LPO device, as it was available within their network. An in-clinic trial with the LPO device was conducted by the therapist and LPO representative. The LPO was programmed to its lowest available setting (31 mm Hg displayed setting) using the pre-therapy mode (starting at the thigh) in preparation for the one-hour sequence on both legs. The therapist omitted use of the truncal treatment due to the patient’s history of poor tolerance and nausea with abdominal pressure. Twenty-five minutes into the hour-long treatment, the patient reported nausea and heart palpitation. The therapist immediately discontinued the trial and removed the garment. The patient’s blood pressure was elevated to 156/86, above her normal pressure of 130/70.

Outcome and follow-up
Based on the trial outcomes with both PCDs the patient’s insurer authorized payment for the FT device. At her three-month follow-up visit, she exhibited sustained limb volume reductions, continued tolerance of the FT device with minimal pain, improved sleep, no infections, lessened report of fatigue during activity, and ease of bending at the waist for donning her below knee FarrowWrap™ garment (Farrow Medical Innovations, Bryan, TX, USA).

Case 2
Patient history
The patient was a 57-year-old male with stage 3 primary lymphedema of both legs due to Milroy’s disease. He had multiple hospitalizations for wounds and recurrent cellulitis infections, penicillin resistance, high blood pressure, and congestive heart failure controlled with stent placement. His lymphedema had progressed into his trunk, back, and genitals, and he had difficulty wearing shoes. His lymphedema impaired his ability to participate in normal activities such as walking, climbing stairs, carrying heavy loads, bending, kneeling, or standing. His work week often required 60 hours of being on his feet, but this was becoming difficult due to advanced swelling in his legs and abdomen.

Examination
The lymphedema therapist documented the patient’s functional impairments, including poorly controlled swelling in his abdomen, genitals, legs, and feet, as well as continuous (5/10) leg and foot pain, moderate to severe fibrotic skin changes in the lower extremities, chronic mycosis, and positive Stemmer’s sign bilaterally. The patient could not reach his feet because abdominal edema limited his ability to bend forward. He could not adequately lift his legs to reach his feet because his leg muscles were weak. His gait was awkward, and he had an impaired body image. The therapist recommended in-clinic therapy five times weekly for eight weeks, but the patient was only able to attend therapy three times weekly due to his work schedule.

Intervention
The patient began in-clinic CDT three times a week which continued for approximately two months. The therapist treated one leg at a time to avoid excessive fluid loads returning to the central circulation. The right leg was treated during the first month followed by the left leg during the second month.

Significant limitations emerged for self care during phase I therapy. The patient resisted the therapist’s recommendation for complete leg to waist compression during the day because it impaired his ability to work. He was also unable to effectively complete self-MLD due to fatigue and limited endurance. His leg muscles were weak, and he was unable to hold positions for bandaging, self-MLD, or adequate completion of decongestive exercise. Consequently, the therapist suggested implementing adjunctive treatment using a programmable PCD with truncal treatment.

An in-clinic trial of the FT device was conducted on the right leg and the hour-long treatment was well tolerated. The therapist calculated a 2.8% volume reduction in the right leg after the first treatment (Figure 2) and documented a softening of the fibrosis in his foot and leg. He was able to use the device with minimal assistance, and indicated willingness to continue use at home because it relieved his leg pain.

After several months of review, the patient’s insurance company determined that a programmable PCD was medically necessary for the patient, but indicated it would only pay for the LPO device because it was available within their network. The therapist arranged a trial of the LPO device and the system was set to its lowest setting for the preparatory program. During the one-hour treatment, the patient reported pain “like having a blood pressure cuff on my legs,” and indicated that he would not be able to sustain the treatment at home. At the completion of the in-clinic trial, the therapist gauged no change in the hardness of the fibrosis, and no further measurements were taken. Insurance coverage was sought and obtained for the FT device.
Outcome and follow-up

Approximately four months after initiating daily home PCD therapy with the FT device, the patient experienced sustained limb volume reductions and no lymphedema-related complications. He was able to manage the lymphedema on his own, had no exacerbation of genital lymphedema, reported less leg fatigue while standing, walking, climbing stairs, carrying heavy loads, bending at the waist, and continued to work the hours required for his job with no recurrence of infections or wounds.

Case 3

Patient history

The patient was a 63-year-old female with stage 2 lymphedema of her left leg and adjacent trunk secondary to excision of her left inguinal lymph nodes due to metastasized Merkel cell skin cancer and subsequent radiation therapy. She also had rheumatoid arthritis and diabetes mellitus.

Examination

Initial left leg limb volume was 16.8% greater than her right leg (Figure 3) with fibrosis present in her left pelvis, hip, and leg. The lymphedema therapist noted that her left leg was stiff and inflexible and that her left foot was fibrotic and reddened. She also exhibited compromised skin integrity at the left pelvis, poor pressure tolerance on her skin nearest the pelvic scar, and impaired left hip range of motion (90° flexion, 10° extension). The patient indicated increased fatigue since her surgery and expressed concern about her changing body image. She also reported left leg pain of 9/10, worsening as the day progressed. At home she did very little because she was fatigued, and her sleep was often interrupted by leg pain. She reported that bending at the hip is nearly impossible, that she could not dangle her leg, and that she climbed stairs one at a time due to limited range of motion (ROM). She also reported difficulty in getting in and out of chairs, bed, and automobiles.

Intervention

Twice-weekly in-clinic CDT was initiated and continued for six weeks. However, the patient voiced frustration because of the discomfort and feelings of claustrophobia associated with constantly wearing bandages. Additionally, her leg volume had increased. The therapist assessed that the patient would benefit from PCD treatment on her leg at home.

The therapist arranged an in-clinic trial of the FT device. Pre and post measures were not recorded. The patient was able to use the device with minimal assistance and indicated that the treatment was very relaxing. Request for the FT device was denied by the patient’s health insurance plan because the LPO device was available within their network. The denial letter indicated that if the LPO device was assessed as not clinically appropriate after a one-month trial, that the FT system would be reconsidered with appropriate
documentation. An in-clinic trial of the LPO device was conducted. The patient required minimal assistance in using the device; however, she asked to stop midway through the treatment because it was uncomfortable and made her nauseous. She continued attempts to use the device at home, hoping for increased tolerance over time.

After three weeks of home use of the LPO device, left leg volume had increased by 15% and there was substantial increase in fibrosis. The clinical notes described the patient as having a severely antalgic gait pattern on the left lower extremity, and the patient reported an 8/10 pain level to left buttock. The therapist recommend discontinuation of the LPO device due to increased edema, pain, and lack of tolerance to treatment. In-clinic MLD was continued in combination with a compression garment. The therapist pursued appeal for the FT device with the patient’s health insurer, and authorization was granted.

Outcome and follow-up
Twice weekly clinic visits and daily home use of the FT device showed decreasing left leg volumes, reduced pain levels to 3–4/10, and softening fibrosis in her foot and toes. After approximately one month of treatment, left leg edema volumes were reducing, and there was further fibrosis softening, pain levels reduced to 1/10, left hip flexion was 100° and extension 20° and her gait pattern improved. The patient also reported that she could wear compression stockings comfortably up to 12 hours a day and be on her feet at work.

Discussion
Self-care limitations and complications which emerge during phase I of CDT therapy need to be assessed before a patient is discharged to at home phase II therapy. There are significant risks associated with a patient’s inability to carry out the various elements of phase II, including a loss of gains achieved during phase I and worsening of the lymphedema with subsequent development of lymphedema-related complications. These complications can range from decreased mobility and ROM to serious recurrent infections. In such cases, loss of independence, deterioration in quality of life, impaired body image, and increased frequency of in-clinic therapy and associated costs become continuing burdens for the patient.1,3,28 Thus, it is crucial that clinicians identify patient limitations and derive suitable therapies during phase I. To realize this, therapists need options for their patients to progress to the discharge plan, and patients need effective treatment that they can implement at home.

In these case reports, three individuals presented their therapists with challenges and functional limitations that hampered control of their lymphedema during phase I of treatment. Consequently, the likelihood of long-term phase II success was limited, necessitating alternate means
of assisting the patient in achieving an acceptable outcome. Incorporating use of a programmable PCD is one strategy clinicians may consider to support successful management of lymphedema at home. However, there is scant literature to guide clinicians in the appropriate selection and use of a PCD device, and established professional organizations do not provide specific recommendation or standards for device selection. Manufacturer literature offers some guidance, but this can be biased and is specific to the manufacturer’s device.

In each of the three cases, the clinician determined that adjunctive use of a programmable PCD may benefit the patient, and two possible products were identified for in-clinic trial. Each device provided appliances that treated not only the affected leg but also the trunk. Each device also provided a wide range of features and adjustability to address the specific clinical condition of lymphedema. Three significant differences existed between the two PCD’s:

1. The LPO device utilized a garment that treated bilaterally at the same time. While some may view this as a convenient means to reduce treatment time, therapists have raised concerns about the possibility of causing fluid overload to the trunk.

2. The mechanism of applied pressure appeared to be different between the two devices. The FT device provided brief applications of lower pressure through smaller garment chambers than the LPO device. Our observation was that with the FT device, no two chambers were inflated at the same time during the course of treatment. In addition to the LPO device chambers being larger, we observed the application of pressure in a more static inflate and hold treatment pattern, with multiple chambers remaining inflated simultaneously.

3. The applied interface treatment pressure appears to be lower for the FT device based on patient experience and the reported mechanism of action (average 9–13 mm Hg) than for the LPO device (31 mm Hg displayed pressure).

In all three cases, in-clinic trials of the two programmable PCDs provided compelling outcomes from which the clinicians were able to assess the device most suitable for the patient. These cases illustrate the importance of such trials as a means of assessing potential phase II problems with device use. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate essential elements of these processes via diagrams to aid in decision making. Although not inclusive of all circumstances, these flow diagrams provide a framework as guidance for when home PCD use might benefit patients.

These three cases demonstrate that programmable PCDs may provide effective adjunctive therapy to help manage patients with difficult to treat lymphedema. Outcomes obtained in these cases stress the importance of conducting in-clinic trials to best match the available devices to the patient. In these three cases, third party payer network contracts mandated use of a particular device, while in-clinic trials and clinician preference indicated an alternative and more appropriate choice. In such cases, the clinician must be willing to work with the patient and insurer in obtaining payment for the device that is most clinically appropriate for the individual patient.

The outcomes presented here cannot be generalized because of the small number of cases and the potential

---

**Figure 4** This diagram indicates the essential elements to be considered when deciding if use of a PCD should be considered.

**Abbreviations:** CDT, combined decongestive therapy; MLD, manual lymph drainage; PCD, pneumatic compression device.

---

Decision tree for home PCD selection

Patient has observable or suspected upper or lower truncal involvement?

- Yes
  - Localized areas of pain or open wound?
    - Yes
      - Patient condition or concerns favor lower pressures of short duration?
        - Yes
          - Concerns about PCD causing fibrotic cuff of genital edema?
            - Yes
              - Trial of the FT system is indicated
            - No
              - Trial of FT system or LPO is indicated
        - No
          - Use of advanced PCD is indicated
          - Trial of FT system is indicated
    - No
      - Use of advanced PCD is indicated
      - Trial of standard PCD may suffice

Figure 5 This diagram indicates the essential elements to be considered when deciding which PCD to recommend once the decision is made that a PCD is indicated.

Abbreviation: LPO, Lympha Press® Optimal™; FT, Flexitouch®; PCD, pneumatic compression device.

for clinician bias. However, the resulting device selection framework should serve as a useful tool for lymphedema practitioners wanting to incorporate programmable PCD therapy into their practice. Larger scale, prospective, randomized clinical trials designed to address patient selection criteria would be appropriate to further assess and refine this framework. The authors hope this is the beginning of additional clinical research to investigate outcomes and treatment guidelines for home PCD use.
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